HOW-TO:

Cite a *Britannica School* article

Follow these step-by-step directions to cite your Britannica source:

1. **SELECT THE CITATION TYPE**
   
   First and very important is selecting your source type. Britannica is a general encyclopedia and, as such, is always cited as *Reference Source*. 
2. SELECT THE TAB SHOWING WHERE YOU FOUND YOUR SOURCE

Remember, Britannica School is a subscription database. When you get to your citation work area, you need to say that your reference article is from a Database and fill in the information requested.

Click this button for sources that are available only online such as Britannica School and Teen Health & Wellness.
3. **FIND THE CITATION RIGHT ON THE ARTICLE PAGE**

*Britannica School* gives you a formatted MLA citation – here you may identify and copy-and-paste the citation elements right into your NoodleTools citation worksheet.

4. **TAKE A CLOSER LOOK**

Here is what the citation box looks like up close. Compare this to the citation worksheet above.

```
Select citation style
MLA

<http://school.eb.com/levels/middle/article/273051#>.```

- **Title of encyclopedia**
- **Database publisher/vendor**
- **Article title**
- **Date of e-publication**